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DALLMEYER'S LENSES 
Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional, 

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, and have obtained the 

HIGHEST AWARDS WHEREVER EXHIBITED. 
DALLMEYER ‘On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.”? Price Is. 

New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic Lenses and DALLMEYER’S LENSES & CONDENSERS 
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Notices. 

THE Opical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic 
Enlarger is issued on the tst of every month, price One 
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway 
News Stalls. Photographic Dealers, or from the Publishers, ! 
at the following rates, post free :— 

Continental. United States. 
12 months 1/6 2/ 60 cents. 
Single copies... /th ... /2 ; 

Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :— 

bh 38 ds 
Front and back pages, by arrangement. 

Ordinary page, facing matter(whole) ... 3 0 0 
48 a oe vee Chalfp {1 o 

” ” (quarter)... £ 0 0 
” ” one (eighth) ... Io oO 
” per Linch in column ... 6 0 
” ” wea 3.0 

Special quotations for a series. 

Exchange Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)— 

First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional words, td. 
Advertisements must reach the office not later than the 

24th of each month. All cheques and postal orders to be 
made payable to Taylor Brothers. 

Editorial communications must be addressed, The Editor ; 
advertisements and business communications to Taylor 
Brothers, care of the Publishers, Dorset Works, Salistrry 
Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83 and 
85, Duane Street, New York City. 

Notes. 

ONE of the latest adjuncts to the outfit of a lan- 
i ternist is said to be a luminous crayon, by which 
diagrams may be drawn on a black board ina 
darkened room, soas to be visible to the audience. 

s ” ? 

Ir is reported that M. Lippman (Paris) has 
made advances in colour photography, and that 
by his system, colours throughout the whole 

range of the spectrum can be reproduced on a 
sensitive plate, just as accurately as outline and, 
| shadow are pictured by the present photographic 
negatives. 

* * * 

Durinc the past autumn the Temperance Van 
Mission have held a number of open-air lantern 

‘exhibitions in towns in the south of England. 
The results have been so successful that several 
additional vans are to be sent out next season. 
«a bazaar in support of the scheme is to be held 

‘during July at the Holborn Town Hall (London). 

A YANKEE chimney sweep is saidtodoa thriving 
business by advertising with atriple lantern. On 
a screen he projects a picture of a room and frre- 

: place (labelled, before sweeping) ; smoke and 
| flame issue from the fire. After a while the same 
| view, with a comfortable fire burning, is pro- 
‘jected (labelled, after being swept by ). 

2 s > 

We learn from a local contemporary that Mr. W. 
Stock’s new oil lamp has been introduced, al- 
though we have not yet had an Opportunity of 
seeing it. The South Eastern Advertiser (Rye) 
speaks in high terms of it, and describes it as 
‘his newly invented powerful (provisionally 
| patented) orl optical lamp—egual to the line 
“ight.” Our correspondents who have lately 
been inquiring about improving oil lamps will 

' doubtless be glad to hear of this. 
* z 

Me. F. H. Smit, 107, Falcon-road, Clapham 
Junction, has been appointed hon. sec. of the 
West Surrey Amateur Photographic Society, in 
place of Mr. G. H. James, resigned, 
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ALL applications for space at the Crystal Palace 
National Photographic Exhibition, in April next, 
must be sent in by the 23rd inst. The optical 
lantern entertainments, which have proved so 
attractive, will be rendered more popular and 
interesting than hitherto by the addition of | 
several novelties. 

J = 2 

A CORRESPONDENT takes objection to the para- 
graph in our last ‘Notes’? in which we made 
reference to lanterns in churches, by sending us 
a post-card with the paragraph pasted thereon, 
and marked ‘ God forbid.” 

® * * 

Tue London and Provincial Photographic Asso- 
ciation will give a lantern evening on 3rd inst, at 
the Champion Hotel, Aldersgate-street. Songs, 
music, and the lantern, will be included in the 
programme, which will be under the management 
of Messrs. Bridge and Freshwater. 

10: 

Triple Lantern Condensers, 

THe subject of lantern condensers must necessarily 
prove of the highest interest to lantern exhibitors, 
because on them depend the intensity and even- 
ness of the illuminated disc. This topic formed ! 
the themeofa lecture delivered before The Lantern 
Society by Mr. J. Traill Taylor. He commenced : 

by analysing the functions of condensers, dividing | 

them into the two properties of collecting light 

and condensing it. The collecting element in 

the condenser he stated to be the most important 

one; its functions should be to include the greatest 

nossible angle of light and transmit it to another | 

‘ens by which it was condensed to the objective. 
It is easy enough to have a collecting element 

“ormed of one lens provided the light was situated 
at aconsiderable distance from it, but in this case 
very much of the light would be wasted by not 
being transmitted to the screen. A safe distance 
of the radiant had been stated to be from 2#in. to 
xin. from the first surface, but the lecturer had 
iad a very powerful limelight burning for nearly 
two hours at adistance of 2in., which he assumed 

tc be a perfectly safe one. In order to include 
a wide angle of illumination, it was necessary that 
alens 43in. in diameter should be the first element 

of the collecting system. It was obvious, how- 

ever, that parallel rays could not be transmitted 

by a single lens placed at such a distance, for to 
lo so would entail a thickness of glass so great as 
to be altogether dangerous, besides which the 
inargin of such a lens would be unable to trans- 
mit the light. To meet this it was necessary that 

the collecting system should be a binary one at 

the least. This enables the lens nearest the light 

to be made correspondingly thin, and also to 

transmit a very wide angle of light up to its 

edges. The rays then pass divergingly through 

it to the second element of the collector at a 

much smaller angle, and is by it transmitted 

throughout its whole aperture. 
The diameter of the second lens should be sin., 

for if the whole system were made smaller than 

this it would entail the necessity for the light 

being brought so near as to endanger the safety 

of the first lens. The light now passes in a nearly 

parallel form on to the condenser proper, which 

is composed of a single lens of any suitable focus 

of the form best adapted for bringing parallel 

rays to a point. A condenser having a triple 

collecting system was exhibited, in which the 

aberations were so carefully corrected that with 

a small light, a parallel beam of many feet in 

length could be transmitted without losing its 

cylindrical shape, but he thought the triple col- 

lector entailed an unnecessary expenditure of 

optical means to secure a gain that was not com- 

mensurate, for the radiant in a lantern was not 

a mere point, but possessed an area as large as 

the end of his finger, or, say, a threepenny piece. 

For this reason he considered that the balance of 

advantages lay in a double instead of a triple 

system of collectors. 
He sketched on the blackboard the two different 

collecting systems, traced the rays of light through 

them, and gave the curves requisite for their 

construction for various kinds of glass. One 

advantage of this condenser was that, in-addition 

to transmitting an amount of light very much 

in excess of that obtained by any of the con- 

densers now procurable in commerce, the light 

could be employed much more effectively for such 

scientific purposes as polarizing than by any other 

means. 
The angle of polarization was a definite one, and 

that could not be secured in an effective manner 

by rays which converged on the bundle of glass 

plates that served as the polarizer in the lantern. 

He described the means by which he had effected 

this by the intervention of a concave lens to render 

the converging rays parallel. He had brought this 

before the British Association for the Advance- 

ment cf Science over twenty years ago, and it 

was received by them with much approbation. 

But the American system of transmitting the 

rays ina parallel beam from the collecting system 

of the condenser was in his estimation superior to 

his own. 
Having secured the maximum of light, the 

next question was its condensation through the 

picture and upon the object glass of the lantern. 

He recommended that the condensing lens should 

be easily separable from the collecting system, 
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Prize Medals, Liverpool International Exhibition, 1886. 
Photographic Exhibition, \ss°s. 

ARCHER'S NEW OPTICAL LANTERNS. 
Proved superior to all others. See reports. 

ARCHER & SONS, 
LANTERN SPECIALISTS, 

Lists free One stamp. Many Novelties. 

43 to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool. Established 1545. 

Effect Slides painted for the Wholesale London Houses. 
All kinds of Slides made to Order. 

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides. 
Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every 

description of miscellaneous property. 

R. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the 
above, cvery Friday, at lalf-past twelve precisely, at his great 

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London. 

Gentlemen wishing to include property tn these Sales, ave requested 
to send particulars one week prior to Sale. 

H. HUGHES AND SON. 
LANTERN SEASON, 1890 & 1891. 

All New Slides aud Apyaratus now Ready, 

OUR SPECIAL OPTIGAL LANTERN, 35 SHILLINSS. 
Hire Terms greatly reduced. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE Post NEW FREE. 

59, Fenchurch St., London, E.C., 

PY YWOMTEM 

Lo 17 7m 0 1775 

Walworth Rd 

Tt. J. DOGGETT, 
Manufacturing Tin-Plate Worker to the Optical 

Lantern and Photographic Trades, 

4, CHURCH LANE, UPPER ST., LONDON, N. 
Lanterns in Japanned Tin-Plate or Mahogany—Itussian Iron Lamps. 

MAKE YOUR OWN PICTURE FRAMES. 
With our Registered Mitre-Cutting Machine, any person—without pre- 

vious instruction or practice—can make a Picture Frame. 

Write for Mllustrated Circalar to BOOTH BROS., DUBLIN. 

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS for Reproduction as 
Lantern Slides, by Photography. 

Any Subject (Tales, Poems, &c.) Artistically & Accurately [lustrated. 
Designs made for every kind of Pluin, Effeet or Mechanical Slides to 
orcer, Lecture sets gotup. Paintings, Engravings, &c., converted into 
slides. Always New Subjects to offer for the trade. Write for particulars. 

EF. WEEKS, 
AMlany years principa) Designer & Drauyhtsiman to the lcading London firms. 

4, Thorpe Road, Forest Gate, London, E. 
P.S.—Early Orders solicited for next Season, 1891-92. 

AS OTHERS SEE US. 
“Except in the Lantern-laud of Rabelais you would 

hardly think the Magic Lanteru had an organ all to itsclf, 
‘now would you? Butit has; and the Orrican Maaic 
Lantexn JouknNal. is a very excellent penny monthly. 
Just the paper to go to when you wish to buy a 
Lantern, and just the paper to make your Guide, 
Philosopher, and Friend when you have bought it.”— 
From the Alagazine and Bovk Review. 

1 

GENERAL WANTS, &c. 

20 Wards, 6d.; cach additional & Words, 1d. 

ANTED, Slides. ** Buy yonr own Cherries.”” “ Tem- 
perance Sketch Book '’: must be good and cheap. 

—C/o 102, Sydenham Road, N. Crovdoa. 

\ ANTED, Oxygen Bag, 2 or 24 hour, best quality 
rubber, in thorough order; also retort —Cook, 

' John Street. St. Audrews. 

‘Y 

TEARLY NEW &THER SATURATOR, Pair Jets, 
Safety Valves, ‘bubing. T-piece, Screw Can, Funnel, 

all complete, 5./- free.—BALson, Allington, Bridport. 

VW TANTED to Purchase, Second-hand Lantern Slides ; 
also coloured slides of stories, &c., good Biunial 

auc 12 by 10 Rapid Rectiliuear.—Address W. V. Morris, 
3k, Parade. Cork. 

0 3 Samples aud List 1/—Hawnrns, Cedar Villa, 
Latchford. 

Plain Slides for Sale: clearing ont; 3/4 per (loz. ; 

best quality Dissolving Efects—Rackwork House on 
Fire, Mechanical Suowsturm, &c. Lot 20/-, cost double. 

—COLLUINS, Seaside, Eastbourne. 

{GH-CLASS Photographic Slides, 30 sets, artistic:ally 
coloured, (Gs. and Ss, per dozen; lists free.—J. 

MCLECLAN, 36, St. Paul’s Road, Canonbury, London, N. 

M AGIC LANTERN, by Srewarn, J-iv. condensers. 
i powerful lamp, in case, perfect order, cost £4, 
price 20;- ; 12-ft. screen, 5/- ; bargains. —COLLUINS, Seaside, 
Mastbourne. 

V TJANTEDa small Lantern Screcn and frame, cheap for 
cash. Must bein guod cosdition.—Full particulars, 

SCREEN, care of the Eclitor. 

ROFESSOR KOENIG'S ENTERTAINMENTS — 
Music, Soxes,and MIRTH. !Jlustrated with wagnif- 

cent lime light scenery, grand and onarvellous elfects. 
painted by Hill, Dickson, Dobel, Simpson, and others. and 
shown with a powerful Tri-unial Stereoscopic Apparatus, 
giving pictures trom 10 to 4U feet in diameter at any dis- 
tauce (subjects with music and songs). Nazareth, Mount 
Vesuvius, Storm at Sea, The Village Blacksmith, The 
lying Dutchman, and many other subjects, thus curtailing 
a lengthened lecture, which so often proves wonotonous in 
these entertainments.—Programmes on application, 373, 
Iidgeware Road, W. 

Nae Starner SLIDES for ordinary Optical 
Lantern.—17 real insects, perfect specimens, mounted 

in Balsam and fitted into mahogany frames. List sent. 
Cost 10s. 6d. each. Will sell any reasonable offer or 
exchange for Rackwork Mffect Slides, &c., for Single 
Lantern. Also 4 Microphotographic Slides. viz., thea, 
louse, tongne house fly, tongue drone fiy. Price 5s. the 
lot, free. —53, Cowgate, Dundee. 

12 LANTERN SL{[GMS, selected. — Instantaneous 
Yachting Studies (by Wilson Valentine), Thistle, 

Vanduara, Galatea, [rex, Neptune, Samoena, Ulerin. Yacht 
Race, Oban Regatta, Yachting on Clyde (?), Firth of Lora. 
Quite new ; lot for 12s. Gd. free.—3, Cowgate, Dundee. 

WOODBURY PROCESS LANTERN SLIDES.— 
13 Views of Tarragona and Seville, Biarritz. Java. Con- 
xtantinuple ; Rutherford's photo of Moon; instantaneous 
Thames view. Lot for 12s. bi., free. — 53, Cowzzte, 
Dundee. 

ANTED, a Bi-unial Lantern, ic good order, with 
lenses complete. Cheap.—Care of this Journal. 
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XYGEN Extracted from the Atmosphere by BRINS' 

PATENT PROCESS, absolutely free from Chlorine GRIFFITHS’ 

or deleterious matter of any kind. e 

Supplied at a few hours’ notice compressed in PATENT 

Weldl Steel Cylinders, at 120 at heres © : 

Rain) of theegremen,. | Lantern Slide-Making 
XYGEN—40,000 Cubic Feet in stock. : ‘eo. A 

XYGEN BLOW PIPES, for Soldering and Brazing, 

&e., inlet Electrical Engineers, Copper- | Complete with Achromatic Lens — 

smiths, Plumbers, Glassblowers, &c. * 4 . 

XYGEN for Limelight Mlumination, Magic Lanterns, | tate Square; ise ; Oblong (full plate), Tae 

Illuminated Advertising, &c. a . ” a" i 

XYGEN — SPECIAL TERMS to Theatres and large : THE FIXED ENLARGEMENT CAMERA. 
Consumers. Tanks and bags are dispensed with,and : Large_Prints or Negatives from your Smal] Camera. 

back pressure and mixing of gases rendered impos- 

sible. 
Explosions of Retorts and Chemicals are done 

away with, 
The Oxygen is cheaper and purer than that made 

from chlorate of potash, and has no corrosive 
action on metal fittings. 

Cire Each cylinder is tested under a pressure 
of Two Tons (4,4S0lbs.) on the square inch before 
being filled. These precautions render the use of 
compressed gases quite safe. To ensure that they aoe 

have been observed when purchasing see that our | tito} Mie 16;- 2, 19. 10 by &, 22/6 

name is stamped on both cylinder and valve. : £ to + plate, 19/- 10 by $, 2206 12 by 10, 26/- 

A Large Stock of Cylinders, from 25s. to 94s., 
according to size; Couplings, Keys, Gauges, W. 

Regulators, Valves, &c., always on hand. ALTER GRIFFITHS, 

Agents in all Principal towns. a(n ’ : 
ot Soke Foner gr ade wT PE Patentee & Sole Maker of ths Guinea’ Detective Camera, 

oe MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Ltd. HIGHGATE SQUARE, BIRMINGHAM. 

‘ (Brins’ Putent), Wholesale Agents: MARION & CO., London; W. 

GREAT MARLBOROUGG ST., OXFORD RD., MANCHESTER. TYUAR, Aston, Birmingham. Sold by Dealers 

Manufacturers anit Compressors of all kinds of Gas. every where. 

EBxXTRAONRDIN AR Y!! 

A Fall Size bests JAPANNED LANTERN, with 4in. Compound Condensers and Portrait Front Lens with 

rackwork pinion adjustment, Three-wick paraffin lamp. Astonishing value, 27s. 

Ludgate Negative and Transparency Developer, per 10-0z. bottles, s.; post free, 1s. 6d. (Samples free.) 

THE LUDGATE LANTERN AND PHOTO STORES (Price, Talbot, & Co,, Limited), 
26, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C. 

CRYSTAL PALACE. 
FOURTH NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION 

AND OPTICAL LANTERN ENTERTAINMENT. 

APRIL 1S87Tux TO MAY 2np, 1891. 

ART DIVISION open to Professional and Amateur Photographers. The Alcoves and Screens will be 

placed in the Nave, thus ensuring an equally prominent position for each Exhibitor. A GOLD MEDAL will 

be awarded for the best Alcove, and a SILVER MEDAL for the best complete Screen. 

The Classes for Amateura and Professionals will be kept separate and distinct, and a Special Class will be 

devoted to the work of Lady Amateurs. A SILVER MEDAL will be awarded to the best Picture in the 

Ladies’ Class. 
The GRAND CHALLENGE CUP, for the best Collective Exhibit by a Photographic Club or 

Association, will be again competed for. 

A CHAMPION CLASS COMPETITION will be inaugurated. All Correspondence and Enquiries to 

be addressed to— 
THE MANAGER, CRYSTAL PALACE, 5S.E. 
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which ought to be fixed. This condensing lens 
should be of a form to suit the distance at which 
the objective is situated. For example: if it: 
were one of short focus, the focus of the condens- 
ing lens might be 8in. or thereabouts, to which 
end a plano-convex of sin. diameter and about 
ain, radius would suffice. If, however, to suit 
the requirements of a very long hall, an objective 
of much longer focus had to be employed, then | 
would the focus of the condensing lens be long 
in a corresponding degree; and as a plano- 
convex lens of that diameter would be thin and 
not cost very much, he suggested that the perfect 
lantern ought to be fitted with more than one of 
these. 

The focus of a plano-convex lens equals the 
diameter of its sphere of convexity ; thus, for 
a 16in. objective, the radius of the condensing 
lens would be about 8in., which, with sin.diameter, 
will give a practically thin lens. 

With regard to a possible objection—as to loss 
of light by reflection from two extra surfaces— 
that was altogether unworthy of consideration in 
view of the greater intensity and equality of light 
obtained by the triple system. 

The angle of light thus included is nearly ' 
gs deg. as against 60 deg. by the best commercial 
condensers. Mr. E. M. Nelson subsequently 
mentioned that the intensity of light at different 
distances from the condenser varied as the square 
of the sine of half the angle included, from which | 
the great gain obtained by this system recom- 
mended might be estimated. 

30! 

The Lantern for Suffering 
Humanity. 

‘WE are pleased to announce that our efforts for pro- 
viding an occasional entertainment for patients in 
hospitals and kindred institutions have been so far 
successful. Several such movements have started in 
various parts of the provinces. Mr. Teale, president 
of Plainfield Camera Club, near New York, U.S.A., 
writes to say that he intends putting the movement on | 
foot there. 

For the use of Metropolitan institutions, the follow- 
ing donations have already been made :— 

Messrs. Perken, Son. and Rayment, 99, Hatton- 
garden, EC., a bi-unial lantern with attach- , 
ments for converting into two single lanterns. 

Mr. Walter Tyler, 48, Waterloo road, a helio- 
scopic lantern, complete with blow-through jet. 

‘Messrs. York and Son, 87, Lancaster-road, 
Notting-hill, 154 slides in sets. 

‘Mr. R. H. Clark, Royston, Herts, 
(comic). 

J. W. and S., oxygen bottle and carriers. 
Mr. F. J. Balson, N. Allington, Bridport, 16 slides. 
Hon. Slingsby Bethel, 15 slides. 

48 slides | 

| THERE are few but who associate the name 

i Walker Co., and 

Brins Oxygen Co. (per Mr. Murray) have pro- 
mised to fill the bottles with oxygen as required, 

Messrs. J. F. Shew and Co., Newman-street, 
screen. 

Several who have promised slides have yet to be 
heard from. 

The committee have a list of volunteers who have 
kindly offered their services, anda programme is now 
being arranged. 

More slides and other sundries are yet required, and 
of course money in hand is necessary to cover the 
expenses of carriage of apparatus, &c. For this pur- 

: pose it is intended to open a subscription list, which at 
a. J. 

10 O 

present stands thus :— 
Mr. R.C. Ralph 
Hon. Sec. ... . si .. 10 0 

Each donor, volunteer, or annual subscriber of 5s. 
and upwards will be considered a member of the 
Hospital Lantern Society, whilst all subscribers of 
ros. and upwards, will have the right of nominating 

| an institution in which they may be interested, such to 
| obtain priority. 

Several exhibitions have already been given at the 
London Hospital, Camberwell, Clapham. 
Communications to be sent to the hon. sec. and 

treasurer, J. J. Jones, 10, Lydon-road, Clapham, S.W.; 
or to J. Hay Taylor Editor of this Journal. 

Hand Cameras for Obtaining 
Slides for the Lantern. 

“Facile’... .. (Fallowfield)... ... see March Ist, 1890. 
No.1 “Giah" ... ... (Mawson & Son) .. 4. 5, May Ist, 4, 

4) 2 ‘ Quadrane" ... (W. H. Humphries & Co.) ,, June Ist, 4, 
» 2 “Eclipse” . (J. F.Shew & Co.)... «5, July Ist. yy 
yy 4 {Eureka . (W.W. Rouch & Co.)... 5, Aug. Ist, ,, 
» a“ Key" .. 4. (Platinotype Co.) .. «4, Sept. Ist, 4, 
», 6 “Optimus” .... (Perken, Son & Rayment) ,, Oct. Ist, ,, 
» 7 “The Griffin" — (Griffin & Sons, Limited) ,, Nov. Ist, 5, 
» 5 ‘The Swindeu-Earp" Patent és ws 5) Dec. Ist, 4s 
», 9 Collins” (C. G. Collins) » Feb. Ist, 1891. 

No. 1o.—-KODAK. 
Kodak 

with hand camera, and the expression 40 /odahk (2.2., 
use a hand camera) is a familiar one. 

Fic. 1 

The Kodak owes its origin to the Eastman 
is an extremely compact piece 

of apparatus. Although Kodaks are made in various 
sizes, from 2+in. circular pictures to 5in. x 7in., we will 
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confine our description to the size best adapted for; 
lantern work—not that the others differ essentially. 
That which is known as Kodak No. 3 gives pictures 
33in. x yin. 

The general appearance of the various Kodaks is | 
very similar, and a good idea is conveyed by the 
illustration Fig 1. It will be observed that a key 
stands on top of the camera; this is employed for 
presenting a fresh sensitive surface opposite the lens 
—for the Kodak uses a continuous transparent film. 

An ingenious mechanism, termed a roll-holder 
(Fig. 2), occupies the greater portion of the camera; 
a spool of film is secured in its place, and the film is 
brought over rollers past the exposing plane, and the 
end secured to a roller which terminates in a key on 
the top of the camera. 

The spool holds sufficient film for sixty or one 
hundred exposures, each revolution of the indicator, 
which is operated by the key, presenting a new 
surface for exposure. 

By a simple method a puncture is made in the film 
between each exposed portion, so that when cutting 
up the film for development there is ‘uo chance of 
dividing the band except between the exposed portion. 

The lenses fitted to this Kodak are high-class 
rectilinears ; they have a shutter working between the 

Fig 2. 

lenses and rotating stops and adjustable speed; there 
is also a rack and scale for focussing. 

Finders are provided both for horizontal and verti- 
cal exposures, and provision is also made for attaching 
it to a tripod for time exposures. The camera is 
covered in morocco, it measures 4jin. x §4in.x rrdin., 
and weighs 4lb. when charged for one hundred 
exposures. 

To one familiar with Kodaks, the instructions to 
be chiefly borne in mind are—(r) Pull the string ; (2) 
Turn the key ; (3) Press the button. 

303 
MANCHESTER AMATEUR Socigery.—Mr, R. O, Gilmore 

writes ; “‘ You say in your February issue that the Man- 
chester Amateurs are big slide makers ; well, they are, and 
they give entertainments at the different clubs and ragged 
schools, and I may say they are now having rooms fitted 
where slides can be made, and one end of the room painted 
white, and a lantern there ready so that a slide can be tested 
atonce, They now own three lanterns, all good ones—a 
single oil, a single lime lantern, and a new three decker ; 
valued at £200," 

' first one, 

Hints on Enlarging. 
By A. R. DRESSER. 

CHAPTER V. 
Now having decided which way you will enlarge, the 
next point is what to enlarge upon. I fancy very few 
amateurs will care to make enlarged negatives, but 
my advice to those who do is, use a good and slow plate, 
take great care to keep clear of dust, which is one of 
the greatest evils you have to contend with; as to the 
developer to use, if one knows how to work, almost any 
developer will give good results; but I prefer the 
hydroquinoine for making positives and enlarged 
negatives. I generally make an enlarged positive of 
half plate size from my quarter plate, then varnish 
it, and add any little retouching it may require, 
and then from the half plate positive make an 
enlarged negative of the desired size. J shall only 
just touch on this way of enlarging, as I fancy it is 
seldom used except by the profession, and by very few 
amateurs ; of course it has its advantages, but again it 
is a great trouble and expense. 

Most amateurs will, doubtless, enlarge direct on 
bromide paper, and that is certainly the way I re- 
commend. 

Working bromide fapers is like working dry plates : 
it is essential to select a good brand of paper, learn 
how to work it properly, and stici to it, not go trying 

then another make, and finally if not 
successful throw the blame on the paper, when it is in 
reality your own fault. At the present day, when 

| bromide paper is in such demand and so well known, 
no maker puts bad paper on the market for his own. 

| sake. 
There is a variety of bromide papers on the market 

to select from. I prefer Fry's argentotype, or the East- 
man Co.’s, as I am thoroughly conversant with them, 
and can depend when using these bromide papers of 
always getting good results, and if I did not, I should 
have myself to blame. Iama greatadvocatefor bromide 
paper, and do all my printing, whether by contact or 
enlarging onit, and whichever way I work I can get re- 
sults that satisfy me, and that is the chief point. I am. 
one who likes the black tones, and always strive to: 
get results like platinotype ; and find I can easily do 
so, but then I getalot of practice. For those who like 
warm (brown and red) tones, I would advise the use ot. 
“Alpha” paper, which, after one has used fora short 
time, willenable him to get almost any colour he may 
require ; but for enlarging it must be remembered that 
it is slow, and requires a much longer exposure (quite 
four to six times as long as the bromide papers I have 
mentioned), so if you expect to succeed in your 
enlarging find out the make of bromide parer you 
will work, and stick toit till you are perfect in all its. 
workings ; then if you like (not that I advise it) try 
others. 

If you expect to get perfect, or rather really good! 
results in- your enlargements, learn to do double 
printing —that is learn to print in skies, so that there 
is not a great space of white where there should 
bea sky. I feel strongly on this point, and always 
print a sky in where required. It is not hard to learn, 
and should be learnt at all costs. A few trials will 
master it; it can only be acquired by experience 
and various trials. I have ro time now to go into the 
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way how to do it. but should fancy by this time allj But I was forzetting, I fear, that I have lapsed— 
amateurs know how it is done, but are themselves 
afraid to try, as they fancy it is hard to do; but it is 
not so in reality. 

i 

How | Became a Lanternist.—III. 
By THe Vice-CHAIRMAN OF THE LANTERN Society. 

I NEED not say that at the next occasion on whicha 
similar exhibition was made, I took precautions to 
keep the show inside the house, partly with a view to 
saving my own light, and also to obtain greater 
quietude. I afterwards experimented in other direc- 

‘tions with the same apparatus, the results of which 
will convey, let me state, but little, if any, information, 
though I shall venture to send them to Salisbury- 
square in due course. 

I hope these double cylinder, thousand-pound to 
the inch exhibitors who read this most lucid account 
of my little day of very small things will, while they 
smile at my weakness and folly, remember that they 
were once children in theart. ‘ Begin low, soar high, 
and catch fire,” is a Welsh proverb peculiarly appli- 
cable to human nature at large—to magic, scientific, 
opticalistic lantern men in particular. Besides, I know 
just one other very fair proverb I may put into use — 
“ Despise not the day of small txings.” Knowing the 
pleasure the lantern gives. I say, better begin with a halt- 
guinea tin box than not begin at all. But I must stop, 
for I find I am getting serious and that is misleading 
for the nonce. : 

I have alluded to the day of small things. I have 
made that allusion because I believe in it asa 
principle as well as a policy in practice: I have met 
before to-day with enthusiastic devotees of the lan- 
tern who have seen some well-managed exhibitions, 
aided by a powerful and well constructed apparatus, 

- showing pleasant pictures in a crowded room on a 
winter’s evening. J have seen them rush into a big 
expenditure at once, to find aféer learning the art 
that they had not the implements they needed. 

There is perhaps no fascination more powerful 
to any man who loves art instinctively, though 
he may be ignorant of it technically. I.look upon it 
that itis one of the achievements of the time to be 
able by mechanical means to depict a scene that takes 
one’s fancy,-or even to catch some passing incident of 
life and activity, to develop it in the darkness into a 
picture, and by the aid of artificial light to throw it 
before innumerable folk upon a white sheet of a large 
size. The lantern itself and its appliances are in 
their infancy. Its possibilities, however, are limitless. 
Who ten years ago would have dreamt that the 
possibility was near at hand of our’being able to float 
a journal specially devotedto this one hobby or 
amusement? But the lantern is something more than 
a hobby, it is something more—than an amusement ; 
indeed it is both and something more, it is a scientific 
and powerful teacher, it is at least a means to a 
greater end, and that end is to take people out of 
themselves away to the fields, mountains, rivers, to 

- distant cities, to the four corners of the earth, in fact, 
to wherever civilized men can penetrate. Of course 
photography has been the chief engine in accomplish- 
ing all this, and as photography is young it will go on 
to still greater heights of success. 

owing to that enthusiasm of feeling that carries some 
/ Of us weaker spirits along and away—into rhapsody 
and platitude. I  won’t apologize, but I will make 
amends by coming back to the level earth. 

Having amused my family and other families, 
embracing all ages from the bright laughing juveniles 
to their fathers, mothers, and even grandfathers and 
grandmothers, the next step I took led me a flight 
higher. Whenever I journeyed forth if I saw a lan- 
tern shop I selected a few slides, photographic views. 
I furbished up my lamp and did everything possible 
to try and show these pictures, and I succeeded in 
getting a very fair representation of photographs if I 
restricted the disc to about 4 inches square or rather 
round ; but anything larger became weak, fuzzy and 
phantom-like. As JI could not at the time do more 
than feel my way quietly, I got hold of a great number 
of interesting and humorous cuts from the illus- 
trated papers—cuts reproduced, however, by photo- 
graphy and turned into lantern slides. These of 
course did not require an extra good light; in fact 
good light is too much for them ; they cannot stand it 
any more than a donkey is said to stand oats! I was 
very sorry, however, when some of these beautiful 
photo slides I valued so much could not be seen so 
that I could reveal the capabilities and beauties in a 
realistic style. 

I continued to try a number of coloured pictures, 
and these I was enabled to use by hiring a two-wick 
oil lantern, with which I made a very fair show on 
many occasions. The knowledge that I had a sort of 
liking for this sort of thing brought to me requests to 
go and give readings or lectures for lantern exhibi- 
tions by other persons, occasionally oil apparatus, 
varied occasionally by lime-light, bi-unials, and so 
forth, In this way instead of getting out of it I got 
further in the thralls of the enchantment, and on 
removing to London in 1873, I invested in one of the 
best species of oil lanterns, viz, Mr. Hughes’s 
popular Pamphengos. I gave with this apparatus a 
number of exhibitions, on which I may have some- 
thing to say and the results which followed in another 
article. 

Experiences with the Ether- 
Oxygen Light. 

By C. GOODWIN NORTON. 

THE following facts may be useful to those who desire 
the question of the utility and safety of the ether- 
oxygen light threshed out. 

I have been using the saturator out of doors for 
advertising purposes, charged with White's ether, 7°17, 
the oxygen being supplied from a cylinder fitted with 
Clarkson's regulator. The saturator was fully charged, 
all surplus fluid being drained off. The jet gavea 
steady light for two hours, when I found that just as 
good a light was showing after the pure oxygen was 
quite cut off. Knowing what to expect, I got behind 
a large board and gently turned out the light ; there 
was an explosion loud enough to have caused a panic 
amongst any audience, had it occurred inside a hall, 
more especially as the turned-down gas would certainly 
have been extinguished by the concussion. The next 
occasion the apparatus was used under precisely 
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similar conditions ; there was no explosion, the light 
being turned quietly out. 

The third time of using there was an explosion, the 
taps not being touched, and no person being within 
2oft. of the light which had been burning for one and 
a-half hours ; 6ft. of gas were still in the cylinder. In 
every case all the usual precautions recommended by 
the sellers of the saturator were taken. The saturator 
was fully charged with the lightest ether procurable. 
A mixed jet was used. The light was adjusted at the 
jet, not at the cylinder ; there was no ether spilt in the 
tubes, nor any surplus in the saturator,and no one 
touched the apparatus. I am quite unable to suggest 
anything to prevent these explosions; perhaps some 
of the advocates for the use of ether can enlighten me. 
Safety valves I have tested, but found them unreliable. 

The moral of the above is, if I, a lantern expert, 
accustomed to use every kind of limelight, and making 
it a special study, cannot be sure of preventing an 
explosion, after taking every known precaution, what 
is to be expected of the amateur who only uses his 
lantern occasionally, and is obliged to take for 
granted what the dealers tell him? 

I would impress on all amateurs to keep to the 
blow-through jet ; with a little experience and good | 
limes, sufficient light can be got to properly illuminate 
a coloured photo rsft. in diameter 5oft. from lantern. 

The few amateurs who require a better light should ; 
use two bags or two cylinders, whichever suits best. 

10: 

Lantern-slide Making.* 
By Epcar G. LEE. 

AT the present day, the most popular process is the 
_ gelatino-bromide; although the collodion, both wet 
and dry, and other processes, give more latitude as : 
regards the production of a good slide from an 
indifferent negative. First of all, it is necessary to 
consider what constitutes a good slide. One in which 
the highest lights are represented by clear glass, and ! 
the deepest shadows are of such a density as to be| 
easily penetrated by a fair average ligh; in the lantern. 
A good slide need not be composed of, say, equal pro- | 
portions of clear glass and opaque deposit. So long | 
as we have a trace of clear glass to add brilliance to 
the picture on the screen, it may be with advantage as | 
seen out of the /anteri to appear a trifle thin. 

To produce this good slide, having the character- 
istics which I have mentioned above, a negative is 
required showing considerable contrast. Personally | 
I prefer one of the type which yields a brilliantor. 
plucky silver print. Whilst on the one hand aj 
negative of the most extreme density will make a 
passable slide, thinness and want of contrast of the 
character which is suitable for bromide printing is for 
slide work absolutely hopeless. 

Coming to the actual working we have two methods : 
reduction and by contact. To the latter method I 
confine myself almost entirely, as nearly all my 
Negatives are }-plates. 
sidered is exposure, which may be made to a paraffin 
lamp, gas burner, or magnesium wire; daylight, of 
course, being too strong and uncertain. Gaslight is, 

The first point to be con-} 

printing frame two feet from an average burner may run. 
from thirty seconds to ten minutes, varying according 
to the density of the negative. For very dense nega- 
tives, exposure to magnesium wire is to be decidedly 
recommended. With a negative verging on thinness, 
the exposure must be fairly exact, but with a dense 
negative and certain brands of lantern plates the 
latitude is simply enormous, and much greater than is: 
usually supposed. With such a negative the exposure 
may be ten times the normal, and a perfect slide result 
from it; of course, varying in tone according to the 
extent of exposure. I have observed that the general 
tendency of beginners is to under-expose, which is 
fatal, as the image either develops up patchy, or veils 
over before density is obtained. A lantern plate can 
not be forced in development, 

As to development, we have the choice of four 
reducing agents: ferrous oxalate, pyro, hydroquinone, 
and eikonogen. Each and all of these are capable of 
producing equally good results in the hands of careful 
workers. The easiest, by reason of the latitude it 
permits, is hydroquinone, the tone being dependent 
partly upon the negative, partly upon the exposure, 
and in no small degree upon whether the development 
is rapid or gradual, a remark which will be found to 
apply to any developing agent. It is not my intention 
to recommend any one formula, believing as I dothat 
there is nothing magical in any prescribed combina- 
tion of chemicals. My advice would therefore be to 
choose a well-tried and reliable formula and stand by it. 

For warmth of tone pryo is, without doubt, the best 
developer, and as the tendency is now in that 
direction, it merits our attention. There is no 

: difficulty in its use if we remember its staining pro- 
perties, to counteract which it is always employed with 
a much larger proportion of preservative. 

The image when fully developed has an over-done, 
sunk-in appearance, and unless this point is arrived 
at, the slide when taken from the fixing bath will be 
found much too thin. 

After fixing in a perfectly clean hypo bath and a 
thorough washing, the slide will in all cases be the 
better for a short immersion in an alum and citric acid 
bath, which clears up the picture and improves its 
brilliance. If too dense or fogged beyond the capacity 
of the acid bath to reduce, the ferricyanide of potash 
and hypo reducer (made distinctly alkaline with 
ammonia) should be resorted to. 

Intensification at its best (which best may be repre- 
sented by mercury and cyanide of silver) is but an 
unsatisfactory proceeding, and much the_ better 
alternative is to make another slide. Intensifying by 
mercury, followed by various alkalies, yields warm 
tones, varying with the agent used, many of them very 
fine, but all of doubtful permanency. ; 

After fixing and washing, slides may be toned in a 
gold and sulphocyanide bath through a long range of 
bluish tones, useful for moonlight effects. 

Mounting calls for no particular mention, but I 
cannot refrain from adding a vigorous protest against 
the continued use of masks of circular and other 
eccentric shapes. Broadly speaking, the oblong form 
suits most subjects and produces the best effect. A 
safe rule for guidance is to fit the subject to the mask 

generally speaking, most useful, and exposures with the ' when taking the negative, and not to fit the mask to 

* Newcastle Photographic Association. the subject at the last moment before binding the slide.. 
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Comments. 
By ANpREW C. COLE. 

CRACKED CONDENSEI.RS.—A correspondent in Feb- 
ruary’s issue complains of having the misfortune to 
break three condensers in three consecutive exhibi- 
tions, and asks for a remedy, as new condensers and 
his pocket-book do not harmonize. If ‘Mr. Anxious,” 
and in fact lanternists in general, would ascertain 
before lighting up that their condensers are not cell 
bound there would be fewer bills to pay. Condens ers 
are burnished in their cells, and if the latter press 
upon the glass all round (especially the back lens) 
something must go when expansion begins, and as 
the brass ring never does, crack goes the glass. When 
a condenser 1s taken in the hand and shaken it should 
rattle, if it will not the chances are that there will 
sooner or later be a crack. There are, of course, 
conditions under which even a condenser mounted in 
the most approved fashion will fly, but the most 
common cause is that which I have mentioned. 

Uses Fok LANTERN.—I was a little surprised to see 
that ‘‘ Arcanum” makes the statement that ‘‘ The lan- 
tern aS anentertainer and for effects has had its day.” 
Surely he must be joking. The best method of look- 
ing at photographs or other pictures is by the aid of 
the lantern (or perhaps by the new double Lanternes- 
cope which [ hear Mr. Tyler, of Birmingham, is about 
to introduce), and “‘ Arcanum” may, in my opinion, rest 
assured that so long as photography is practised 
and people enjoy looking at pictures. the lantern as 
an entertainer and for effects will hold sway. 

ETHER SATURATORS.—Mysterious explosions are 
afloat, or rather the news of them. Although not a 
Suturator hand myself, | know a thing or two about 
them. They must be used under certain conditions, 
but what these exact conditions are there seems a 
difficulty in ascertaining ; perhaps some of our lead- 
ing manufacturers of saturators would enlighten us. 
I have been told by some firms that they. give a fine 
light, and if used under certain conditions are quite 
safe ; the former is right enough, but what about the 
latter? Other firms speak against them. I think our 
editor could, if he chose, tell us something about the 
brass tubing of a saturator actually melting. ; 

VERAK.—Although several hints have quite lately 
been given about this new instrument, I think the 
pithy description given on page 82 of last issue is the 
most concise that has appeared, and I observe it has 
been reproduced in several papers, some of which 
reproduced the drawing also. The arrangement 
displays V+rakareful consideration on the part of 
Mr. Scott, the inventor. Manv, I feel certain, will look 
forward to its exhibition. 

Taps.—With due defference to Mr. Nelson, who at 
a recent meeting of the Lantern Society at which I 
think he advocated the use of the household tap for 
all purposes connected with the lantern, for fine 
adjustment of gas under great pressure commend me 
to a tap where a cone screws into a seat such as those 
used on gas bottles, but with a fine screw capable of 
being easily turned with the fingers. This style of tap 
can be adjusted with a great degree of nicety, which 
the household form is incapable of giving under 
ordinary circumstances. 

Editorial Table. 

ART OF RETOUCHING (Hazel, Watson, and Viney, 

Limited, London).—This work, which is by Mr. 

J. Hubert, is written in a style which makes it very 

interesting. [t is comprehensive and includes in- 

structions both how to learn and also practise the art. 

Flash light also comes in for a share of the work, and 

some valuable hints are given under this heading. A 

photograph of J. Hay Taylor, Editor of the Optical 

Magic Lantern Journal, appears on the frontispiece. 

CaTALOGUES.—Until receiving a marked catalogue 

from Mr. Alfred Underhill, of Clarendon-road, Croy- 

don, we were unaware that he was such an 

extensive designer, as well as manufacturer and 

painter, of slides. Samples accompanying the cata- 

logue clearly show the high artistic abilities of Mr. 

Underhill. | The prices mentioned are extremely 

moderate. We observe that slides of all the chief 

makers are also kept in stock. 

CALENDAR, &C.—The Photographic Times (New 

York) have sent us a neat calendar framed, in which 

the days of the month are arranged in a circle; a 

movable hand can be set to denote the date. At the 

end of each month a sheet is torn off, revealing the 

next month, arranged in similar style. We have also 
received from the same source a cyclopedic index to the 

“ American Annual of Photography.” The index is very 

complete, but the book to which it refers has not come 

to hand. —— 

CATALUGUE.—W. H Walmsley’s (Limited), Phila- 

delphia, U.S.A., catalogue contains interesting 

reading relative to the large stock of photographic 

goods sold by this firm. Full particulars of an im- 

proved photo-micrographic camera are also given. 
Mr. Walmsley has in course of preparation a work 
entitled Photo-\icrography for Beginners. 

WICK TRIMMER.—ByY means of an instrument intro- 

duced by Messrs Perken, Son, & Rayment, of Hatton- 

garden, wick trimming is rendered very simple. The 
trimmer, of which we give an illustration, somewhat 

resembles a pair of pincers with a guillotine cutting 

movement, and as the cutting edge is kept in firm con- 

tact with the base, there is no chance of its getting 
, slack and not doing its work 

effectively. The wick to be trim- 

med is racked up between two 

guides, the ends of which rest on 

the burner, whilst a compression of the handles: 

cleanly cuts off a portion, leaving a crisp and slightly 
arched top to the wick. A four wick lamp can with 
the aid of the trimmer be put in good burning shape 
in less than one minute. 

10: 

A GOOD negative is to its maker a “a thing of beauty,” and 
deserves from the moment of taking the plate from the box 
until the finished print is ready for exhibition all the care, 
thought, and inspiration that the painter gives to his canvas 
or the sculptor to his marble. —C. W. Barnes. 
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Society Meetings. 

THE CROYDON MICROSCOPICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY 
CLus (PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION).—February 6.—Mr. J. 
Weir Brown in the chair. Mr. J. Howson gave a demon- 
stration on bromide and alpha papers. Several members 
took part in a discussion that followed. February 20 was 
the occasion of a very interesting lantern evening (the 
president in the chair), when Mr. W. Low Sarjeant put a 
very fine set of slides through the lantern, entitled 
“Round about Exmoor.” The whole of the pictures 
were taken on films, and the slidea were ot a high order, 
both as pictures and techuique Mr. Sarjeant worked 
the lantern,and Mr. Sheldon (who accompanied him on 
his tour) very ably gave a short description of each slide 
aa it was paseed through the lantern, coupled with nume- 
rous amusing incidents that occurred on the way. The 
next Lantern Night will be on March 20. 
BaTH PHOTOGRAPHIC Society.—The chairman drew 

attention to the proposed visit of the Photographers’ 
Convention to Bath next Jaly; and acircular was read 
from the Camera Club, inviting members to be present at 
their conference on April 7 and § next. Mr. J. Dugdale 
then showed the improved form of lanterneacope (see 
the Uptical Magic Lantern Journal for Jan. 1), for the 
purpose of viewing lantern slides with both eyes at the 
same time. Mr. Pumphrey then followed up his demon- 
stration of enlarging processes. In this instance a very 
simple apparatus was used—a dark chamber, in an aper- 
ture of which the negative to be enlarged was plaeed— 
in front of that an expanding camera minas the focus- 

- sing and dark slide, and in front, and movable in three 
directions, an easel to carry the sensitive paper. A 
paraffin lamp placed within the chamber was used for 
focussing the large image on the easel, after which it was 
removed to a tin lantern with a red glass front. A piece 
of oiled ground glaes was next placed before the negative 
to actasa diffuser, the sensitive paper adjusted on the 
easel, and the exposure made. Thia was done by means 
of magnesium ribbon. An exhibition of lantern trans- 
parencies then took place, the president’s oxy-hydrogen 
lantern being used. 
Lypp.—Under the auspices of the local branch of the 

Y.M.C.A. a lantern entertainment was given in the Town 
Hall on Jan. 27, by Mr. W. Stocks, of Rye, with his new 
oillamp. The lamp produced an exceedingly good light. 
The first part of the programme consisted of “A tale of 
the sea,” illustrated by views taken from life models. 
Part II. was made up of scenes of China, taken chiefly 
from direct negatives taken by the China Inland Mission. 
The connective readings were given by Mr. F. E. Wootton. 
The Mayor (Mr. E. T. Bass) presided, and in the course 
ofa few remarks expressed his approval of the lamp, : 
which, when properly perfected, would be very useful. : 
In acknowledgment, Mr. Stocks said he was very happy 
to have done anything in his power to further the interest 
of the Y.M.C.A. The proceeds were divided between the | 
China Inland Mission and the Lydd Y.M.C.A. 

lectured at the George Hotel Assembly Room (under the 
auspices of the Y.M.C.A.), on ‘“ South Africa and the 
Diamond Mines." There was a fair attendance, and his 
Worship the Mayor (Alderman Bellingham) presided. 
The lecture was illustrated with pictures taken from 
photographic negatives, illuminated by Mr. Walter Stocks’ 
newly-inventod patent lamp, which was used for the first 
time in Rye, 
BRECHIN PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.—The monthly : 

meeting was held on Feb. 3 ; Bailie Lawrence, vice-presi- 
dent inthe chair. Mr. George Mackie, one of the vice- 
presidents, gave a practical demorstration of making 

: plate. 
RyYE.—On Tuesday evening, Colonel Brookfield, M.P., : 

{ 

slides were exposed to a gas flame, but magnesiam was 
used for the reduced ones. Both were very successful. 
Fifty slides sent for exchange by the Paisley Society 
were exhibited by means of the lantern. The society 
closed the lectures of the Bfechanics’ Literary and Scientific 
Institution for the session with an illustrated lecture by 
T. C. Hepworth, Esq., F.C.S. (read by A. R. M. Murray 
Esq.) “All about a London Dailv.” The lecture was 
fully illustrated by a series of lantern slides, showing 
the progress of an illustrated newspaper from the rag 
store and paper mill to the finished production on the 
breakfast table. At the close of the lecture nearly 100 
Scotch and African viewe were exhibited. 

BELFAST.—The monthly meeting was held on Feb. 2 ; 
Dr. Coatea, the president, occupied the chair. Several 
matters in connection with our coming exhibition were 
brought forward, and it was arranged that it should be 
held about the last week in April. A hand camera from 
Measrs. Robinson and Sons (Dublin) was handed round. In 
monthly lantern slide competition ooe hundred slides were 
handed in to be shown, but owing to the advanced houra 
number had to be returned without beirg passed through 
the lantern. A special meeting washeld on February 6, to 
receive the set of photography prize slides. There was a 
large attendance of members and their friends. The new 
lantern, supplied by Messrs. Archer and Sons, Liverpool, 
was used, and gave great satisfaction. The views were 
all above the average, and were much appreciated by those 
present, frequent applause greeting the slides as they 
appeared. 

Nort Lonpon PHOTOGRAPHIC Society.— January 
20th. This being a lantern night, a number of excellent 
slides, by Messrs. Grover, Illingworth, and the secretary, 
were passed through the lantern. Mr. Platt’s new 
flash lamp was shown and explained. February 3, the 
Rey. E. Healy in the chair.—Some varnish, composed 
of amber dissolved in chloroform, was shown by Mr. 
Bishop, who found it excellent for either negatives or 
positives. He urged those using varnish not to pour the 
draining of the plate into the original stock, but into a 
separate bottle provided with a filter containing cotton 
wool. In answer to Mr. Coventon it was explained that 
when making bromide printa it was better to vary the 
distance from the illuminant according to the density of 
the negative than to preserve a uniform distance and 
sabdue the light. Mr. Powell inquired if Commercial 
Ferrotype dry plates were sufficiently sensitive for flash 
light exposures, or if the limelight was sufficiently strong. 
Mr. Hart had found that the limelight as at present used 
was not suitable for the purpose, and that good wet collo- 
dion positives on glass could be obtained with the aid of 
the flash light. The question of halation was started by 
Mr. Coventon. It was said to be due to local over- 
exposure. Mr. Oakley had been able to remove halation to 
agreat extent by rubbing down with cork and alcohol. 
Mr. Maskie suggested to give a good exposure, as then it 
was not necessary to develope through to the back of the 

Mr. Hart advocated a backing for plates—viz., 
burnt sienna and dextrine, mixed with boiling water, 
afterwards thinned with methylated spirit; and Mr. 
Mackie suggested a backing composed of burnt sugar and 
gelatine. 
MANCHESTER AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,— 

On 9th, 10th, and 11th ult., this society held a lantern 
exhibition at the Athenenam. Six hundred were sent in 
by the members, from which 190 were selected by Messrs. 
J. Davenport and J. W. Wade (both of whom have taken 
many medals.) The lantern was manipulated by Messrs. 
Davenport, Stanley and Parrott. 
HACKNEY PHOTOGRAPHIC SocrETy.—On Jan. 29 the 

| American slides were shown before this society. There 
jantern slides by the wet collodion process. The contact | was a good attendance of members, and quite a number 
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FOR SUCCESSFUL SLIDE MAKING USE ONLY 

FRYS LANTERN PLATES. 
OF ATI, DEALERS. 

THE FRY MANUFACTURING CO., 
5, CHANDOS STREET, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, W.C. 

Works—KINGSTON-ON-THAMES, Telegraphic Address—‘ ENLARGEMENTS, LONDON. 

DO YOU USE VEVERS’ 

COLOURED LANTERN SLIDE BINDERS ? 
The following are a few of the advantages they possess over any other make :— 

\st.—Being made in six distinctive colours, one set or make of slides can be instantly distinguished (rom another by being bound 
* With different coloured strips. 
2nd.—The Paper is very pliable, though tough, and being well gummed, they never '' fly" after being once attached to the slide. 

: Sed. They cost exactly half the price charged fcr any other make. 

Six Colours :—Orange, Green, Blue, Lilac, Pink, and Deep Bronze Blue. Each Strip is long enough 
(or one slide. Packed in neat boxes of one hundred, 6d.. post-free, ad. 

For tull particulare of above, and hundreds of other novelties, see Vever ‘New Catalogue, post-free 2d. 
Lanterng, “c., cheaper than any other Hous VEVERS' PATENT 

Perfection’ Camera 

PL 21/Ch 4 BL 08is5 C. C. VEVERS, 12, Market Street, Briggate, LEEDS. 

THE SIZE, SHAPE, WEIGHT, AND PRICE 
OF A BOX OF GOOD CIGARS. 

LENS EXTRA. 

This is not a Magazine Camera, because Magazines are complicated and 
unreliable, however ingenious they may be. ‘hey stir up dust, and produce pin-holes 
negatives in consequence. 

Ltisallvery fine tocxraminc, and perhaps aduure, Alagasine Cameras at a dealer's 
shop, or even at home, but in practical work in" the feld'' ts the only safe way to test 
them. Imagine carrying a Magazine Camera for a day over a dusty road: and then 
vinagine the lother with sheathes er paper-sacked plates. Magazines, too, increase 
bulk, weight, and cost. 

My Hand Camera is provided with Barnett’s Patent Plate Holders (Dark 
Slides), which are, in every way’, far superior to the very best English-made Dark Slides ; 
besides being less than half the weight of the lightest ({-plate size, 14 ounces each), and 
not half the price of the cheapest (3Us. per doz. for {-plate size). For /urther aescripltion 
of these Dark Slides, see Special List. 

There is no limit to the number of plates that may be exposed, and no liability to 
expose the same plate twice, as in Magazine Cameras (because the Slides are single—a 
great advantage), no possibility of a plate ‘sticking half-way,” as in Magazine Cameras,. 
and from 3 or 4, 5 or G, and up to a dozen of these Dark Slides may be carried in the 
pockets, or ina neat little case. 

Plates or Films can be used with equal advantage. 
My Camera is not a “‘fixed focus’? instrument. It has a novel means o- 

focussing, and is available for any suitable Lens from 3 to 5} inches back 
focus, which the user may already possess. None more suitable than one of my Rapid 

Stereoscopic Lense’, of which some hundreds have now been supplied. There is also provided a small tvorine tablet or disc, on whicn the user 
can make for himself in 5 minutes an Index for the various distances to suit the particular Lens in use. And if he is not satisfied he can clean off 
his index in an instant and start again. One Lens cao be substituted f.r another as in any ordinary Camera. The Camera 
is provided with a Focussing Screer, which may be used or left at home; thus the instrument tnay be used on a tripod stand as any ordinary 
Camera. The Camera is provided with a Kershaw Shutter, because it is the most practical instantaneous Shutter; it is wound up by pulling 
a short cord (catgut), and ‘‘ let off’ by touching a button, or it may be thrown out of action in an instunt for time exposures. It is provided with 
or without a Finder and Level. [tis beautifully made in well-seasoned mahogany stained black. It is made intwo sizes, viz., {-plate and 
Stereoscopic. It isthe smallest, lightest, and most perfect practical Hand Camera yet introduced. It is always ready. It isinexpensive. 
It is not a toy. Write for particulars. 

W. I. CHADWICK , 
2, ST. MARY’S STREET, MANCHESTER. 
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W. WATSON & SONS, 313, High Holborn, London, 

MA! UFACTURERS cr HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 

BI-UNIAL AND TRIPLE LANTERNS. AN IMMENSE STOCK OF FINEST 

THREE AND FOUR WICK OIL LANTERNS, | PHOTOGRAPHIC wWirEws, 

of Highest Quality und Efficiency. Illustrating all parts of the World, B2;- per dozen, 

LANTERN TRIPODS, GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS, SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS 

AND SCREEN STANDS. For taking Lantern Pictures. 

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application. Ask for Lantern List. 

W. WATSON & SONS, 318, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 

ESTABLISHED 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD’S RENTS, LONDON. 

bas 251, SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. 
pu 

\ With G47 Illustrations. Ruyal Svo, leather binding, price 24s. 

CHATHAM PEXTON,. 
pig ot the Lecturers’ Association, | HANDBOOK OF SURGERY. 

Dissolving View Artist, 

Disso.vine VIEWS, By Dr. F, Esmarcu. 
L lides. Ph hic! An Entirely New Translation from the ‘Vhird German Edition, by R. 

Be Ree ie Farquxar Cuartrs, M.D. In his preface to this Edition the Author 

7 i Manufacturer to the Trade, Clerzy t says i—L have taken pains to make use of the extraordinary advances 

= ul Lecturers, and the Public, Whole- which surgery, and especially its technique, has made in recent years. 

sale, Retail, and for Exportation. An Judea, which is as complete as possible, will greatly facilitate the 

Second Hand Apparatus, &c. search for names, articles, anc Illustrations. I have omitted all the 

Special Terms to Shippers. colourvd plates which added to the expense and were not executed to 

Se my taste. I have had woodents made instead.” 

CATALOGUES FREE. ESTABLISHED 1870. ——— 

Telegraphic Address -“Dissolying,” London, London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and 

Always 60,000 Slides in Stock, and 100 Instruments to Select from. es eis. aa 

Lanterns and Slides on Hire. 
Rivington, Limited, 

Sl. DUNSTAN'S HOUSE, FETTER LANE, E.C. 

22, Gray's Inn Road, Holborn, London, W.C. And all Hooksellers. 

MACIC LANTERNS 
->~ amateurs should send for Mr. HuGHEs’ full Illustrated Catalogue, over 300 pages, Is., postage 5d.; simall, ditto, 6d., 

postage 2d., giving useful and valuable information, also prices of every description of Lantern Apparatus, Slides, &c., 

cheapest and best. Over 15 Patents. Perfection in every direction. In proof of this Mx. ILUGHES has this season 

constructed a most magnificent Triple for B. J. Matpen, Esq. The Docwra Triple also gained the only Prize Medal 

and Highest Award, and used nightly at the Koyal Polytechnic Institution ; also by Cottn Docwka, Esq., Dr. H. GRATTAN 

GUINNESS, CAPT. SELWYN, M.P., ToHN Docwra, Esq., &c. His high-class Lanterns and Objectives supplied to Carr. 

C. READE and the REV. Frank Wuire, W. Lant CARPENTER, Esq.; therefore go direct and have a first-class 

instrument, and not the common Commercial. The Patent Pamphengos has stood the test against all imitations— 

it approaches the limelight. Price, with q-in. Condensers, from £2 30s. Commercial, 4-in. four-wick Lanterns, 

£1) 15s. 6d. Teachers’ Aid Science Lantern for all purposes, Oxy-hydrogen Microscopes, &c. Patent Presto 

Carrier. Patent Skeleton ‘Triple and Bi-unial for travelling exhibitors; marvel of portability. 60,000 Slides from 

6d. each; 300 Lecture Sets. The Patent Bijou Enlarging Lantern with Rectangular Condensers, perfect results 

scientifically considered—Special, 5 by 4, £7 15s. 6d. Before deciding, consult MR. HuGues, Specialist and 
Manufacturer, who can give greater value than all others in quality and detail. PAMPHLETS FREE. 

WwW. C. HUGHES, Brewster House, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, London, N. 
i S, 

SW INDEN « EARP’S PATENT (Prize Medal) HAND CAMERA 
THIS CAMERA combines with extreme simplicity more advan- 

tages than any other, and is admicted to be the best and most perfect invented. 
It is constructed to carry Twenty Plates, though any less number may be placed in 
the Camera. ‘lhe plates are changed automatically, and instantly. No carriers, metal 
sheaths, or double backs are used. The Camera is fitted with an excellent RK. R. 
DETECTIVE LENS, the }-plate size with one of St in. equiv. focus, working at FT, 
and the 5 by 4 size with one of Gy in. focus and special adaptation of Kershaw Shutter. 
It is perfectly free from knobs and projections, has rising front to Lens, an ingenious 
method of focussing, and an indicator for showing the number of Plates remaining unex- 
posed. Itis adapted for use on a Stand, and Vertical Pictures can bbe taken with it. 
Outside Measurements (}-plate), 102 inches long, 5% inches wide, tis inches deep. Neatly 
covered in leather. PRICE: j-plate Size, £7; 5 by 4 Size, £8. 

To be obtained of all Dealers, and of Geo. Mason & Co., Glasgow ; PEARSON AND 
DENHAM, Leeds; J. J. ATKINSON, Liverpool; P.A. & C.S. Association, 4%, Charterhouse 
Square, London; J. 7. Charman, Manchester; Mawson axp Swan, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
Descriptive circular on application, or of SwiNDEN aND Earp, 21, Islington, Liverpool. 
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of ladies put in an appearance. The secretary read : 
announcements, and nominated Messrs. Sodean and J. A. 
Sinclair. The latter gentleman worked the lantern, and 
the slides were put through by the secretary, whilst Mr. : 
E. H. Jones described the pictures. At the conclusion, ' 
slides of members were shown (Messrs. Barton, Gosling, | 
and the secreta’y contributing), to which were added some 
charming Woodbury slides of Niagara. Mr. Henry ' 
Sturmey gave a very interesting lecture on Norway. He ' 
described his trip there fully, and many of the sides shown 
were exceedingly pretty. Some were rather humorous, as | 
the hand-camera having been frequently used, many of the 
passengers fell victims to it. About100 slides were put , 
through the lantern, which was worked by the hon. sec. ; 
The society now possesses a fine single lantern, together | 
with all appliances (cylinder, regulator, &c.), obtained | 
from Mr. Pexton. i 
Dewssury.—February 12, 1891; Mr. A. S. Marriott, 

president, in the chair.—It was decided to hold an. exhibi- 
tion of members’ work at the latter part of the present 
year. Mr. G. Kilburn (the secretary) gave a paper on: 
“Stereoscopic Photography.” The various effects of 
monocular and binocular vision was dealt with, also how 
to obtain stereoscopic effect from two flat drawings; and 
various other objects without a stereoscope were fully ex- 
plained. Several methods adopted of utilizing quarter- 
plate and other size cameras with one lens was described. 
The reason for transposing the right-hand picture to the 
left, and how to make a transparency, was practically 
demonstrated before the members. A number of stereo- 
scopes and transparencies brought to the meeting by 
Messrs. R. H. Taylor, J. Taylor, C. Naylor. Mr, Mitchell, : 
and the secretary were placed on the tables. H 
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.—January , 

27,1891; H. Chaamon Jones, F.S.C., F.C.S., in the chair. 
—The chairman exhibited a Wray’s detective lens of 6-in. 
focus, working as #/S, and covering a whole plate. Mr. 
W. H. Harrison raised the question as to whether double 
or triple condensers were best for the optical lantern. 
Mr. T. E. Freshwater considered the latter form best for 
small, and the former for large, discs. Mr. W. BE. Deben- 
ham said a great fault of the ordinary double condense: 
was its large amount of spherical aberration. 
LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

—The first ordinary meeting of the 2Sth session was heli 
at the club-rooms, 3, Lord-street,on January 29. The 
President (Mr. Paul Lange) occupied the chair. A vote 
of thanks was accorded to the retiring officers of the 
association, and the president then distributed to the 
successful competitors the medals awarded in the prize. 
competition of last November. Mr. F. Anyon gave an 
exhibition of a new lantern with which he showed a 
series of very fine slides, some of them of exceptionally | 
high merit. 
NortTd MIDDIESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. —Feb. 9, 

1$91.—Mr. Walker (in the chair) said the subject for the 
evening was ‘‘The best treatment of winter and snow 
scenes.” Fle thought that views in which there were no | 
heavy objects in the foreground were best, and a developer 
weak in the reducing agent most suitable. Mr. Mummery 
had found that when the sun shone in winter it was 
more brilliant than at first appeared by reason of reflec- 
tion from the snow. He used Thomas's hydrokirone de- 
veloper, full strength. Mr. Norris had given fifteen to | 
twenty seconds with large stop, and developed with full | 
strength pyro and ammonia. Mr. Beadle had given fifteen | 
seconds with f/32 on a hoar-frost view, and developed ° 
with pyro Ilford formula, used fullstrength. Mr. Gill 
showed some instantaneous pictures of figures in snow | 
scenes, taken at 38.30 a.m. in December, and developed ; 
with ferrous oxalate—the iron weak at first, and strength- ; 
ened as development proceeded. Referriny to the widely ' 

‘extent the ¢vp groove into which the negative fits. 

different exposures, Mr. Cox had seen negatives taken 
under similar conditions, but with exposures varying 
from four seconds to five minutes, yield equal results in 
the hands of an experienced developer. Mr. Goodheed 
recommended in cases of great contrast, as in snow scenes, 
that the plate shoald be flooded with the ammonia and 
bromide, and the pyro added by drops till the image ap- 
peared. When all detail was up, a new developer strong 
in pyro and bromide, shoald be used to secure density and 
brilliance. The secretary had used Eittenagen and am- 
monia with meta-bisulphite. Mr. Pither had failed to 
get density with the weak pyro method. Mr. Gill showed 
two hand cameras of his own invention. 

203 

Correspondence. 

FLUID [N GAS CYLINDER. 
[Zo the Editor.) 

Dear Str,—We had an annoying experience with a 
hydrogen cylinder a few weeks ago which has puzzled us 
since to find out the cause. The cylinder was flled in 
December, and the following events took place upon using 
it for the first time. After screwing the regulator on I 
turned the gas on to see that all was right, and noticed that 
the gas came out in jerks. I then unscrewed the regulator 
and turned the gas on, and a small quantity of water was 
blown out, after which the gas worked all right. The 
cylinder was all right in several exhibitions since the above, 

i but a few weeks ago during the severe frost we tested all our 
! cylinders, and on applying the gauge to the particular one, 
the‘indicator never moved, and no gas came out when the 
valve was opened at full and the gauge taken off. A few 

: days after this we were getting the cylinder ready to go and 
be refilled and happened to put the gauge on again, and 
found a little over a foot of gas in, and we also heard a 
noise when the bottle was moved, and on holding the bottle 
on end took from it just one pint of thick milky liquid, which 
turned yellow and clearer after standing a short time. A 
gentleman suggested to us that the severe frost condensed 
the gas, and it is evident that some of the liquid got frozen 
in the valve. We shuuld esteem it a favour if some of your 

' readers would give us the correct reason of this remarkable 
occurrence and the means tu preventit, and feel sure ft would 
interest those of your readers who may have had like 
experiences. — Yours truly, J. EOELSTON AND SONS. 

128, Hornley-road, Blackpool. 

GRIFFITHS’ REDUCING CAMERA. 

(fu the Lditor.} 

Str,—I find an obvious defect in that very useful 
apparatus Griffiths’ reducing camera, fortunately one that is 
easily remedied. When a picture is being made from a 
horizontal negative, there is no way of bringing out on the 
mounted slide that part of the foreground that comes next 
to the edge. Of course there should be some margin 
allowed in taking the negative, but practically, in a group 
for instance, the sitters’ feet will sometimes get too near the 
edye of the glass, and be hidden by the mat of the lantern 
slide, of which the image covers the whole surface. The 
remedy is to contract the opening (at the negative end of the 
camera) by glueing a quarter-inch strip of wood along the 
bottom of it. Then with a saw and file deepen to the same 

Toshow 
the whole foreground on the slide one has only to invert the 
camera, anda strip of clear glass will be left, to be covered 
by the mat. J. C. OLIPHANT. 

Charlotte-square Institution, Edinburgh. 



A MYSTERY. 

(To the Editor.] 

S1r,—Your correspondent will find that the cause of his 
explosion was that the nipple was too large in proportion to 
the pressure of gas.—Yours, &c., 

. SATURATOR ADVOCATE, 

10: 

Notes and Queries. 

Ajaz.—We prefer No. 3:; 1 and 2 are identical. 
H.G.—(1) The simplest way is to place negative and 

sensitive plate in contact in a printing frame, and expose to 
gas or a lamp for a few seconds, according to the intensity | 
of light and density of negative. (2) No,.we do not re- 
commend any one inake of plate in preference to another. 
ee our advertising columns. (3) The developer will keep 

under the circumstances you mention, but a better plan is to 
keep that portion once used in a separate bottle. 

E, Winter asks: (1) What is the best and most powerful 
light for magic lanterns? (2) What is the highest candle- 
ower that is obtainable ? 
btained? (3) Could square and oblong lenses be made, 

and would they act the same as usual? (4) What is the 
largest diameter on screen for a clear picture? Answer.—(1) 
Electric arc light. (2) Yes. (3) Yes; but they would cost 
more. (4) The only limit is the capacity of the hall; qo 
feet is common in large halls. 

B. J. Ware.—Move the ground glass further away and | 
focus again, or use a more powerful object glass. ‘ conspicuous by its absence. 

A, J. writes: (1) Isa much greater amount of light to : 
be obtained by using two cyclinders instead of taking gas 
from the main? (2) Are safety valves absolutely necessary 
to prevent return of gases? Leyly. —With a blow-through jet 
every purpose can be served by gas obtained from the mains. 
(2) No; to prevent return of gas see that an even pressure 
is maintained. 

South Australian Subscriber writes: In the Photo- 
graphic News for 14th of March, 1890, page 211, at a 
meeting of the Camera Club, Mr. J. Traill Taylor said 
“ that he was having apparatus constructed to make oxygen 
on the spot, and to supply it automatically to the lantern 
at proper pressure and in proper quantity directly it was 
evolved.” Can you tell me if such an arrangement is in the 
market yet? My reason for asking is that my bag has gone 
wrong. Although I have only used it about thirty times it has 
commenced to leak in every fold. I gave a good price for 
it and believe it was one of the best. I certainly do not 
like bags, and if there is anything better I should feel 
obliged it you could tell me through your journal. Awszer.— 
The apparatus is not yet in the market. The best method 
for retaining the oxygen in the absence of bottles is a 
metallic tank made on the gasometer principle, the pressure | 
being given by weights put on the top. 

Stick.—Try Prout’s elastic glue. 
Amateur.— We cannot understand your difficulty with the 

oxy-calcium light. Pull the wicks up high, and then bend 
them down so that the oxygen will blow in the Hame and 
not on the wicks themselves. 

Chesterfield.— By placing the cylinder under water when 
charged you can ascertain if there is a leak at the 

junction of the iron and gun-metal. 
4. J. B.—The limes must have become damp. 
W. F. Jones.— Your suggestions would carry the idea that 

matters pertaining to optics only were treated upon. 
F. Weeks.—If you can send us a specimen we will use it 

if cpportunity presents itself. 
Silence.— The proportion of oxygen in the mixing chamber 

is too much in proportion to the hydrogen. 
Petrvleum,—(1) The wicks stand side by side ; (2) write 

| chased the cylinder had no record of its weight. 
Could 2,000 candle power be | i so tecied before bet 
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to Mr. W. C. Hughes (see his advertisement); he is the maker 
of the lamp mentioned. 

W. B. H.—You do not say whether you are colouring. 
photographs or painting on glass. We do not understand 
your reference to the gelatine. If you get this journal for 
March, 1890, you will find an article from which you may 
gain assistance. 

Rev. Sanderson (Canada).—We have placed your letter 
in the hands of the Photo Manufacturers and Dealers Asso- 
ciation of the United Kingdom, 7, Southampton-row, 
London, W.C., who will communicate with you, and make 
due inquiries respecting the money sent to the different firms. 

E. Fecles, jun.—We will give you a six months’ subscrip- 
tion for No. 1 of this journal, or a 6d. advertisement in our 
‘General Wants’ column would probably dispose of the Jot. 

W. S.—Thanks for reply 7e cracked condenser. The 
same was previously sent to us by Mr. Cole. (See his ‘‘ Com- 
ments.”’) 

S. E. R.—Do you refer to wet or dry plates, and what 
developer do you employ? Let us know fuller particulars. 
In the meantime try a much shorter exposure. 

A. &. C—Itis probable that the firm from whom you pur- 
It would in 

the usual course have been tested before being filed. 
Lantern writes : ‘‘I am sorry I have not been able to give 

a description of the bi-unial lantern I am making, and seeing 
that several readers have asked about it, I will send it for 
next month. I have been away some five months at sea, 
consequently I have not had the opportunity. The oil lan- 
tern I made answers first-rate. The shadow between the 
wicks cast on the screen complained of by some lanternists is 

I can get a good, well-lighted 
disc 20ft. from screen. This is, I think, owing principally 
to the lamp, which is a three-wicked one. Some time, Mr, 
Editor, I shall give you an account of a magic lantern exhi- 
bition I attended at San Francisco during my last trip, 
which will be impressed on my mind for some time to come 
from a ludicrous point of view.” 

Pressure writes: “With pressure gauge and Beard’: 
regulator attached to cylinder, I first stop the aperture of 
regulator, and then turn on the valve of cylinder. The 
gauge indicates, say, 100 atmospheres. I leave the valve 
turned on, and look again—say, half-an-hour— and find gauge 
still shews 100 atmospheres, without any appreciable 
change. So far well. Now, leaving all the rest as before. 
I turn of the valve of the cylinder, expecting the gauge to 
show no indication of any change, why shouldit? But the 
index at once begins quietly to go back, and continues to do 
so till it reaches the stopat zero. I have tried this several 
times with different cylinders and fittings. but with the same 
result. Howis this riddle to be solved?” 

1.—The Scented Luxor Oil is imported by the Chesbury 
Manufacturing Co., 41, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 

Flashes.—Voo late for this issue. 
A.—Postal order-Manchester-with no name or instructions, 

10: 

RIDSDALE FIRELIGHTER.—A photographer suggests a 
new use for the above. He writes: ** When fuming sensitized 
paper it will be found very convenient. A little ammonia is 
poured upon the asbestos contained in the pan. Being pro- 
vided with a handle (a Ja frying pan) it can readily be 
placed in, or taken out of, the fuming-box. 

THE American Journal af Photography (Thomas H. 

McCollin and Co., Arch-street, Philadelphia) has lately 

entered upon its tweltth year. It publishes interesting 
articles by recognised writers. Five photographic illustra- 
tions appear with each issuc, and at the end of the book 
Messrs. Collins display a monthly bargain list of photo- 
graphic requisites. In this country subscriptions are received 
by Messrs. Trubner and Co., Ludgate-hill, E.C. 
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DD. NOAKES & SON. 
Awarded the Certificate at Crystal Palace Exhibition for interme aia ta Regulator for jete 

r cent. o: ol gas, price 4/- Optical Lanterns, also for Enlarging Apparatus. 

Inventors, Patentees and Makers of 

IMPROVED LANTERN APPARATUS, lg 
Also ‘‘INVICTA”’ Photo Lenses, 

: CAMERAS & ENLARGING APPARATUS. 
Catalogues on ane ication, Tele aahan ne S029. Hours 9 till 6. 

iy vul npr nt our Apparatus suggested by long personal 
erwin, Nper ane rate D. He Non kes and Mr. C. W. ‘Lockr, two princi ipals of 

ae VS the firm, hav § personally operated at 5,000 Exhibit 

South Lond: n Works— -NELSON ST., GREENWICH, S.E. a 

rs NEW PROSPECITS, 
EVERYONE SHOULD OBTAIN IT. 

The most complete Epitome of Instructions 
for Transparency and Lantern Slide-making 
extant. All packages of the “Pall Mall” 
Transparency or Lantern Plates bearing 
No. 8,730 and onwards will contain them. 
ALFRED UNDERHILL, WRAY’S LENSES 

extagen vw. eee ener Ave v titted with 
Dealgner and 3, Cu ig comic Sto rie: S, “ow sChromatto eee Bho ato ogre apnic “bite cts in ehe a Le © Shit opin ne nd Sp sea ia iaiarse IRIS DIAPHRAGMS, Engr savings. tee “Slide 3 Co ot ea nd be nd Paint tings crecuted® nt 

2 ‘cle 2 When required, at a sinall additional cost. 
EW EFFEC ra SET 

BEAUTIFUL. V Wan rc Jn, se 
THE VILLAGE. BLACKSMITH. PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION, 
THE PISTURE es February, 1883. 

EIFFEL TOWER: 
DOME & LOUNTAINS, EFFECTS, ee, W. WRAY, OPTICIAN, 

Address : 30, Clarendon Ra. Wes Croydon, Surrey North Hill, Highgate, London, N. 
Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp. 
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TYLAR’S LANTERNESCOPE| . cusmnstToNn®'s 
Rega. 

quas vawuet | Patent ENLARGING LANTERN & STAND 
strurment enables 

you to exhibit your 
slides tofriends while 
seatcd at a table in 
the most elticient 
manner, giving them 
great brilliancy and 
beauty, with a won- | 
derful relief ap- 
proaching stereosco- | 
pic effect. 

Nickel- Mr. A, R. Deussen, | 

Bev'ey Heath, highly recommends it. 

See his article on the best way to view | 

* lantern slides, in ‘(Anth vopy's Bulletin 

vtor 

i.No. 2, Superior SOLID MAHOG- ANY. 25/- 

igus, 

Advertising “s] ce is too Costly an ar- 5 Cc. SHENSTONE, Photo. Chemist, Colchester 

ticle to give more 
opinions as to its 
wonderful utility. : 

Pricrs.—No.1, PAPIER MACHR, . 
beautifully decorated by hand with floral and other 

Dm of Phot hy, 1890." 
oe NOMOGENP IN: Will give any Size Picture from any size Negative. 

Q surgeon-Gen. Hankine, Leawington, .  .Can be used for reducing to Lantern Slides, and for Copying. 

gS _ apother authority, says: “J am very * BEST IN THE MARKET. 

g much pleased with Lanternescope ~ 
2 * gives the slides an amount of relief ap- aa” Price £5 10s. complete. Bec: 

a Proaching stereoscopic.’ 28 For full particulars apply to 

= 
& 
AL YORK'S OPTIGAL LANTERN SLIDES. 

in the hauds of pos- ‘New Things for this Season—Staxcey's Last Expedinon. East 
sessors of lantern. Coast of Africa from Natal ty Zuuzituer, tsle of Man and its Legends, 

slides, and enables Jamaica, Trinidad and Bartiloes. The Heart and its Action.  Cele- 

them to be utilized } Drities from Direct Negatives. Statuary. Life Sets. Enoch-Arden, 

at avy tine without | Dora. Ruined Cottage. Read to Heaveu. The Cricket on the Acarth. 

lighting upa lantern, Stud 4 stamps for Iylar's 1800 Calendar, 10S pages, And Several Comic Sets. 11 Prize Medals. 

fully illustrated, on, YWORH & SON, 

W. TYLAR, 57, High St., Aston, Birmingham. | s?, LANCASTER ROAD, NOTTING HILL, LONDON W 

THE APPARATUS FOR LANTERN WORK. 

SHEW’S ECLIPSE HAND CAMERA. Patent 
SHEW’S POCKET ECLIPSE. 

For pictures full 44 x 34. Weight, only 12 ounces. 

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR: ARCHITECTURE, INTERIORS, &. 

SHEW'S BAMBOO WALKING CANE TRIPOD. 

| 
I 
| 

[t puts anew power | 

See The Kclipse Varnphiet,” free on application to 

J. F. SHEW & CO., 87 & 88, NEWMAN STREET. 
Four Doors off Oxford Street, London, W 

New Lantern Siides, ceases a SEASON. 

Just PUBLISHED. : John J. Griffin & Sons, L
d., 

Bacillus Tuberculosis,—12 Photo-Micrographs, by Andrew 
Pringle, Esq. 36s. the set. ARE AGENTS FOR 

Common Insects as SBEN THROUGH THE Microscore. 37 Photo- 
Micrographs, by Mr. T. E. Freshwater. Is.6d. each, with reading. tid Jowau's. Edwards’. England’ Si Ilford, Pry’ S, Mawson's. 

Pond Life.-37 Phito-Micrographs, by Mr. t. E. Freshwater. and Thomas’s Lantern Transparency Plates. 
Ready shortly, 1s. 6d. each. 2 

Stanley's ‘‘D-rkest Africa.’’—50 Slides. 2<. each; reading, 9d. The Ilford Special Lantern Plates for Black Tones. 
Egypt Re-visited.— 30 Slides, from new negatives, of Intericrs of 

Tomi &c., taken by magnesium light by Rev. C. Sutton. 1s. | Edwards’ Sample Box of Plates & Develover, 2/- 
per dozen. -—- -— 

Ret Revisited. 0 Slides from new negatives, by Rev. C. Developing Solutions and all Requisitesitor Making Lantern Slides. 
utton and Rev. J. G. Deed. is. per dozen. Transparencies made from Customers’ Negatives. 

Physical Geography ~-120 Slides as arranged for Oxford ! 
University Extension, with “Notes” by H. I. Mackinder, Esq, Now Ready.—Complete Fully [Illustrated Catalogues.. 

ee aye eine: Pmversity’ of (Oxford). A8e: get SECTION II.--PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS. 
v Se wees Z : SECTION III.—MAGIC & DISSOLVING LANTERNS. 

backers dy ahaa Slides, lis. perdozen. Reading by Rev. R. &. Post-free, 6d., upon applicationtothe - 

The above are strictly copyright, and are published only by PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPA RTMENT 

NE WTUN & CO. ’ (Robert C. Murray, Manager), 

Makers of Lanterns and Slides to the Gove nme. t, 22, Garrick St., Covent Garden, London, W. C. 

3, Fleet Street, London. ALL COODS AT LOWEST CASH PRICES. 

Printed and Published for the Propriet’: rs hy Waanrarn “Pawertt & Co. Dorset Works, Salisbury Square. E.C. 
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